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Across

1 Swimming coach at university produces means of enhancing

breath (6)

4 Cunning trick with edges of special cube (6)

10 Hi-tech utensil contains means of waste disposal (5)

11 Go round bend, taking issue with occupier of bed (9)

12 Shrink and cut growth having lost hundreds (8)

13 Officers primarily providing input to Crown Prosecution

Service (5)

15 Running dog let out (7)

17 Doctor behind selection of people (7)

19 Bring about joy unconfined (7)

21 Surrender item that’s charged after tax (7)

22 Person who made telephone call (5)

24 Start to obey passage from Bible when abroad (8)

27 Attack fantastic idea out of envy reportedly (9)

28 Filter out part of notable achievement (5)

29 Opening of nature reserve done with great care (6)

30 Veto books over harmful material (6)

Each down clue contains a superfluous word to

be ignored in producing the solution to be

entered in the grid. Each across entry in the grid

may be deduced from its clue, combined in the

same way with one of the superfluous down clue

words.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 1

January. You need to register once and then sign

in to theguardian.com to enter our online

competition for a £100 monthly prize.

Down

1 Shelled pecan nut oddly contains second husk (4)

2 Cold nurse disregards injured dog (9)

3 Superfluous meeting for person with an insignificant role (5)

5 Lesson for artist in story about girl stealing fine piece (4,5)

6 Women thrown out of mature rock band (5)

7 Soldiers backing up corruption can lead to general persecuting

hanger-on (10)

8 Enlist beauty wanting to learn actors' lines (6)

9 Held forth regularly about red alert going off (6)

14 Plagiarise book to stop shy chronicler writing badly (10)

16 Certifies account reviled councillor corrects (9)

18 Totally candid Italian photograph and Spanish articles

surrounded by speculation (9)

20 Prize essay about unlicensed power inspired by O. Henry (6)

21 Fruit flies originally propagated in bits of fruit (6)

23 Wood shelter protects east entrance to Victoria Embankment

(5)

25 Awful insult also guards against barrage of criticism (5)

26 Wrong starch collars start to hurt lower part of member's face

(4)


